CASE STUDY:

TECHNOLOGY MEETS VISION

ERP CLOUD
IMPLEMENTATION
BACKGROUND

A major broadcasting corporation specializing in news, entertainment, and sports
content was in need of implementing Oracle ERP Cloud. The challenge at hand was
finding a partner with the necessary combination of cloud and business process
expertise and on-Premises knowledge to migrate data from on-premises to Oracle
ERP Cloud. The migration included critical data of customers, suppliers, projects, fixed
assets, project budgets, project expenditures, POs, General Ledger, AP & AR invoices
and AR receipts.

CHALLENGE

• Meet the implementation goals and tighter timelines
• Achieve 100% data migration accuracy
• Work on a constrained budget
• Integrate ERP Cloud with other systems

APPROACH

XTGlobal, using several artifacts of it’s cloud migration and implementation
methodologies, helped the client go-live on time and on budget. Our ERP Consultants
helped in migrating data from the on-premises system to the ERP Cloud System.
The ERP Cloud implementation is performed for Financials, AR, AP, and Fixed Assets
business areas. Some of the key achievements include:
• On-time and under budget completion
• Oracle ERP Cloud Implementation
• Develop Custom Solution for Functional GAPs in AR and AP
• ERP & HCM Cloud Integration
• 100% Data Accuracy is achieved during migration
• Implement Managed File Transfer for secured file transfer in cloud

PROJECT AT A GLANCE
ERP CLOUD
IMPLEMENTATION FOR
BROADCASTING COMPANY
XTGlobal helped the client go-live
on time and on budget. Our ERP
Consultants helped in migrating data
from the on- premises system as well as
implementation of the ERP Cloud System.

RESULT

Engagement was very successful in achieving on-time go-live and cost efficient delivery.
Liking the way we work, the client has continued it’s relationship with XTGlobal into
Cloud Support, which is a testament of our workmanship and long-term commitments
with our clients.

Through a concentrated commitment to quality, efficiency and service, XTGlobal is proud
to provide end-to-end technology solutions for companies large and small. Streamline AP
and document processing workflows with our customized automation solutions. Reduce
overhead and operational inefficiencies with our extensive business process outsourcing
(BPO) services. Staff technical resources and projects with our IT staffing services,
and leverage our roster of experienced developers to serve your custom technology
needs. Enhance productivity, minimize process bottlenecks and right-size your technical
resources, all while realizing dramatic cost savings to your organization.
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